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Copy and paste into the Ovid MEDLINE search box:

(exp Nunavut/ or Nunavut.mp. or Eastern Arctic or Alert Bay.mp. or Alexandra Flord.mp. or Amadjuak.mp. or Aqulatulavik Point.mp. or Arctic Bay.mp. or Arviat.mp. or Baffin Island.mp. or Baker Lake.mp. or Bathurst Inlet.mp. or Belcher Islands.mp. or Bylot Island.mp. or Cambridge Bay.mp. or Iguluktuttiag.mp. or Cape Dorset.mp. or Cape Dyer.mp. or Cape Smith.mp. or Charlton Depot.mp. or Chesterfield Inlet.mp. or Clyde River.mp. or Coral Harbour.mp. or Craig Harbour.mp. or Dundas Harbor.mp. or Ellesmere Island.mp. or Ennadai.mp. or Eskimo Point.mp. or Fort Conger.mp. or Fort Hope.mp. or Fort Ross.mp. or Gjoa Haven.mp. or Grise Fiord.mp. or Hall Beach.mp. or Hazen Camp.mp. or Igloolik.mp. or Ikaluit.mp. or Igdluit.mp. or Isachsen.mp. or Kekerten.mp. or Kimmirut.mp. or King William Island.mp. or Kipisa.mp. or Kitikmeot o r Kivalliq.mp. or Kivitoo.mp. or Kugaaruk.mp. or Kugluktuk.mp. or Maguse River.mp. or Nanavik.mp. or Nottingham Island.mp. or Nuwata.mp. or Padle.mp. or Padloping Island.mp. or Pangnirtung.mp. or Perry Island.mp. or Pond Inlet.mp. or Port Burwell.mp. or Qoloqtaaluk.mp. or Qikiqtarjuaq.mp. or Rankin Inlet.mp. or Read Island.mp. or Repulse Bay.mp. or Resolute Bay.mp. or Resolution Island.mp. or Sanikiluaq.mp. or Taloyoak.mp. or Tanquary Camp.mp. or Tavani.mp. or Thom Bay.mp. or Umingmakok.mp. or Victoria Island.mp. or Wager Bay.mp. or Whale Cove.mp. or Eastern Arctic.mp. or ((Lupin or Polaris or Eureka or Fullerton) and Canad*).mp.) not (exp behavior, animal/ or exp ecosystems/ or exp endangered species/ or (sediment* or mantle or basalt* or cretaceous* or fossil* or paleo* or geolog* or stratigraph* or glaci* or refugia* or moraine* or pliocene or gravity or methylmercury or hydrolog* or hydrogeol* or volcan* or mesospher* or inferomet* or habitat* or animal behavior* or endangered species).mp.)

Notes:

1. Because Nunavut is self-governed by Indigenous people, there are few non-indigenous people in Nunavut. Any studies of human subjects are likely to be primarily of indigenous people.

2. This filter retrieves many geologically and atmospherically related works however these will not be retrieved when combined with health topics.

3. The place name "Apex" has not been searched because it retrieved a high level of irrelevant materials.

4. All studies prior to April 1, 1999, when Nunavut was created, will be indexed as Northwest Territories.
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